
Daily routes servicing metropolitain Montréal and the Montérégie region

Long distance routes servicing Ontario, Québec and the Maritimes

AGD Verchères Express services your community. We transport 

efficiently and rapidly your freight, 7 days a week, on our daily 

Montérégie and Montréal routes, as well as 50 kilometers around the 

metropolitain Montréal area. 

Our wide variety of straight trucks, fifth-wheel tractors, semi-trailers, 

whether the platform or frame trailer types, and van bodies allow us to 

transport securely and efficiently your equipment, merchandise, 

specialized tools and/or any other type of freight requiring regular or 

specialized handling.

Each week, AGD Verchères Express provide its reputable truckload services 
throughout Ontario, Québec and the Maritimes for pick up or delivery of your freight. 

For long-distance transportation, AGD Verchères Express uses fifth-wheel tractors with independent sleeper 

compartment, 53 ft (16,2 m) van body semi-trailers with a carrying capacity ranging from 56,500 to 72,000 lbs 

(25,600 to 32,600 kg), 48 to 53 ft (14,6 to 16,2 m) platform type semi-trailers with a carrying capacity ranging 

from 60,000 to 83,000 lbs (27,200 to 37,600 kg), 20 to 53 ft (6,1 to 16,2 m) frame type semi-trailers with a 

carrying capacity ranging from 57,500 to 99,000 lbs 

(26,082 to 44,906 kg). 

AGD Verchères Express is licenced and certified for the 

transportation of dangerous goods. AGD Verchères 

Express holds a special permit allowing for the addition 

of a forklift truck behind a platform type semi-trailer and 

also holds a special class 1 circulation permit for 

oversized transportation. The drivers also have a forklift 

truck operator certification. 
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6 and 10 wheel straight trucks

Long distance 6 and 
10 fifth wheel tractors

Our recent models of 2 or 3-axle fifth wheel tractors 
are equipped with air suspension, and they range 
from 330 to 525 horse power. We service Ontario, 
Québec and the Maritimes.

Regular and extensible semi-trailers frame type 
Our 2 and 3-axle semi-trailers are equipped with  spring suspension, air or
vary in length from 20 to 53 feet (6,1 to 16 m) and measure 96 inches ,2 
(2,4 m) wide Some semi-trailers offer the 20-40 and 40-53 combinations,  
carrying from 57,500 to 99,000 pounds (26,082 to 44,906 kg).

Standard semi-trailers platform type and with sliding sides

Our 3 or 4-axle semi-trailers, equipped with air suspension, vary in length from 4  to 53 feet (  to 16,2 m) and 8 14,6  
measure 102 inches (2,6 m) wide. Tie down is made with rope and chains  They can easily carry from 43 000 to  . ,
86,000 pounds (19,504 to 39,008 kg).

Visit AGD Verchères Express internet site for a detailed description of 
our transportation equipment.

These useful and versatile semi-trailers will meet your needs for transporting 
specialized equipment or product requiring particular specialized handling.

Specialized semi-trailers

Our 2 and 3-axle straight trucks, equipped with air or spring suspension, 
ranging from 185 to 385 horse power, have a hauling capacity from 8,000 
to 32,000 lbs (3,629 to 14,515 kg). The 20 to 28 feet long (6,1 to 8,5 m) van 
bodies each have a rear sliding door and an aluminum ramp or a hydraulic 
tailgate. The van bodies are equipped with a temperature controlled system 
for the delivery of temperature sensitive merchandise or product.

Standard and short semi-trailers 

Our 1,2 or 3-axle van body semi-trailers, equipped with air or spring 
suspension, vary in length from 28 to 53 feet long (8,5 to 16,2 m)  
and measure 102 inches wide (2,6m) and 13 feet 4 inches high (4 m).  
They can easily carry 35,000 to 75,000 pound (15,875 to 34,019 kg) loads. 
The van bodies have rear swinging or sliding doors and also have points 
of stowage and protection strips.
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AGD Verchères Express' clientele 
benefitting from dedicated trailers 
may use the van bodies for their 
publicity or corporate logo.

Ask your representative to help you determine 
  the combination of fifth-wheel tractors and 
      semi-trailers required to best meet your 
           specific needs.
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agdvex.com
Reliable equipment meeting your transportation needs

Our retractable tarpaulin van body semi-trailer is 
ideal for transporting dry goods.
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